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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel cascaded framework to solve
a self-portrait enhancement problem we call “1+N” problem,
in which a self-portrait is enhanced with the help of N sup-
porting photos that share the same scene and similar shooting
time. The key idea is to exploit the extra information of these
N photos to expand the field of view of the self-portrait and
improve its lighting style. We achieve this by alternatingly op-
timizing two complementary tasks, namely illumination uni-
fication and photo registration. Based on the correspondences
extracted in the input 1+N photos, our method estimates and
updates the illumination and registration coefficients in a cas-
caded manner. Then a Markov Random Field formulation
is proposed to globally fuse the aligned photos. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate the proposed method achieves high-
quality results in this novel application scenario.

Index Terms— Image enhancement, field of view expan-
sion, illumination consistency, image registration

1. INTRODUCTION
Sharing self-portraits starts trending nowadays with the boom
in social networks and the rise of smartphones. However, self-
portraits have particularly limited Field Of View (FOV), mak-
ing it hard to create the experience of re-visiting the wonder-
ful scenes. Indeed, the photographer can occupy as much as
one fourth of the self-portrait, resulting in poor composition
balance between the foreground and background. The back-
ground scene in self-portraits can be either incomplete or too
small. Fortunately the photographer can easily take some ad-
ditional photos of the same scene after taking the self-portrait,
and these photos (we call supporting photos) can help solve
the FOV problems. Specifically, we fuse the self-portrait and
supporting photos into an enhanced self-portrait.

Extrapolating image contents to expand FOV has recently
attracted attentions. Data-driven image extrapolation [1–5]
combines multiple images that share similar scenes to extend
image boundaries. The pioneering work in [2] enables navi-
gation in photo collections by extrapolating an original image
in one direction using the gradient descent alignment. Shan
et al. [4] employ multi-view stereo under a Markov Random
Field (MRF) framework to warp and fuse images into a wide
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FOV image. A graph-based image representation which bal-
ances high-level structures and low-level features is proposed
in [5] to achieve boundary consistency. These methods care-
fully search illumination-consistent reference images for ex-
trapolation. However, in our “1+N” problem, the self-portrait
and supporting photos usually have very different lighting
styles. This inconsistency is caused by different shooting
parameters between the normal camera and the front-facing
camera. And it is aggravated by the fact that the photographer
occupying large area of the scene can greatly affect the cam-
era focus and exposure time. In this case, the aforementioned
methods may yield illumination variance artifacts.

To unify lighting styles, illumination correction methods
have been studied. Single image methods [6] mainly focus
on statistical-based white balance correction. For multi-photo
illumination correction, modern techniques [7, 8] seek corre-
spondences and assume a certain color model to robustly opti-
mize the illumination consistency. In this work, we combine
illumination unification with photo registration using corre-
spondences in a cascaded framework to improve each other.

In this paper, we raise the “1+N” problem where one self-
portrait is enhanced with the help of N supporting photos.
To solve this problem, two issues of illumination unification
and photo registration must be addressed. These two tasks
are complementary - photos in good illumination consistency
achieve accurate alignment while illumination unification is
better guided if photos are well aligned. We seamlessly bridge
these two complementary tasks using pixel correspondences
and optimize them progressively in our cascaded framework.
To our knowledge, this is the first work to integrate these
two closely related tasks into a unified cascaded framework.
Specifically, in each iteration, our method leverages SIFT
correspondences to estimate and update the illumination and
registration coefficients. Then the photos are deformed with
their lighting styles adjusted using these coefficients, en-
abling more accurate correspondences extracted. Finally the
aligned illumination-consistent photos are globally fused us-
ing an MRF formulation. Experimental results show that our
method can obtain appealing results that provide excellent
experience of re-visiting the scene.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 de-
scribes the proposed self-portrait enhancement method. Ex-
perimental results are shown in Sec. 3 and concluding re-
marks are given in Sec. 4.
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed cascaded self-portrait enhancement method.

2. SELF-PORTRAIT ENHANCEMENT APPROACH

Given a set of 1+N photos I = {Ii}Ni=0 (one self-portrait
photo I0 and N supporting photos {Ii}Ni=1) that share the
same scene and similar shooting time, our goal is to optimize
their illumination consistency and registration to generate an
enhanced self-portrait with much broad FOV. To accomplish
this task, we propose a cascaded framework to alternatively
refine the illumination and the registration. Let B = {Bi}Ni=0

and H = {Hi}Ni=0 denote the illumination coefficients and
registration coefficients respectively. Our framework can be
formulated as the following processes with K iterations,

B̂k = fk(Ik−1,pk−1);Bk = Bk−1 ⊗ B̂k; (1)

Ĥk = gk(Ik−1,pk−1);Hk = Hk−1 ⊗ Ĥk; (2)

where k iterates from 1 to K, pk−1 are the SIFT correspon-
dences extracted among Ik−1. fk represents the illumination
coefficient estimation while gk stands for the registration co-
efficient estimation. The operation ⊗ updates the coefficients
with the newly estimated ones. At the end of each iteration,
we update the photos Ik = Hk(Bk(I)) and recount the cor-
respondences pk. The iteration starts from I0 = I and ends
with the aligned illumination-consistent output IK . Finally,
photos in IK are fused into a wide FOV self-portrait Î . Fig. 1
shows the framework of our approach.

We now introduce the illumination coefficient estimation
(fk) and registration coefficient estimation (gk) procedures.
For simplicity, we will omit the iteration subscript k in the
following unless otherwise specified.

2.1. Correspondence Extraction
For input photos I = {Ii}Ni=0, we first extract their Scale-
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT [9]) features. Then the
nearest neighbor (NN) descriptor matching is performed on
image pairs to generate the sparse SIFT correspondences p =
{pj}Mj=1 with their position {xij}, where M is the correspon-
dence number and xij is the pixel corresponding to pj in Ii.

2.2. Illumination Unification
This section presents the illumination coefficient estimation
(fk) to adjust the photos and make their lighting styles con-

sistent with one chosen visually satisfying photo It in I. The
matrix factorization based approach [8] is used, in which cor-
respondences p are stacked into a matrix based on a simple
illumination correction model and a low-rank matrix factor-
ization is optimized to estimate the illumination coefficients.

The illumination correction model is as follows:

I = (cI ′)γ , (3)

where I is the input photo, I ′ is the desired photo, c is the
white balance coefficient and γ is the gamma mapping coeffi-
cient. The illumination coefficients of Ii are therefore defined
as Bi = [ci, γi]. And its illumination is adjusted by

Bi(Ii) = I
1/γi
i /ci. (4)

Based on (3), given a correspondence pj , its pixel value at xij
in Ii can be written as

Ii(xij) = (ciajeij)
γi , (5)

where aj is the constant albedo of pj and eij represents the
pixel error of xij that cannot be modeled with (3). By taking
logarithms on both sides of (5) and rewriting it in matrix form,
we obtain the illumination equation,

O = C + A + E, (6)

where O is the observation matrix derived from the corre-
spondences p. C, A and E are the illumination coefficient
matrix, the albedo matrix and the residual matrix respectively.
It can be proved that the rank of C + A is equal to 2 ( [8]).
Therefore, a low-rank matrix factorization optimization can
be constructed to solve c and γ. Specifically, two augmented
matrices are defined: P = [c � g,g] ∈ R(N+1)×2 with
ci = log ci, gi = γi, � denotes element-wise multiplica-
tion operator, and Q = [1,a] ∈ RM×2 with aj = log aj .
Then P and Q satisfy PQ> = C + A and can be solved by

P∗,Q∗ = arg min
P,Q
‖W � (O−PQ>)‖1

+ λ1(‖P‖2F + ‖Q‖2F ) + λ2(‖Q−Q′‖2F ),
(7)

where W is the mask matrix indicating the missing entries,
Q′ = [1,a′] is an approximate solution of surface albedo with
a′j as the mediant pixel value of pj to regularize Q. We refer
to [8] for details of formula derivation and optimization.
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After obtaining ci and γi, we can solve the constant
albedo of the scene in Ii as Bi(Ii). Sometimes, the lighting
style of a certain photo It ∈ I is more preferable than the
albedo image and the user may want to appoint It as the
reference for other photos to adjust their illumination. In this
case, ct and γt are applied to the albedo image following
(3): B−1

t

(
Bi(Ii)

)
= I

1/(γi/γt)
i /(ci/ct)

γt . This illumination
transfer operation can be simply achieved by modifying the
illumination coefficients as ci = (ci/ct)

γt and γi = γi/γt.
An example of the illumination transfer is shown in Fig. 2(b).

In the iteration phase, c = 1 and γ = 1 for B0. Suppos-
ing the newly estimated illumination coefficients for Ii are
B̂i = [ĉi, γ̂i] ∈ B̂k, then the illumination correction result is
B̂i
(
Bi(Ii)

)
= I

1/(γiγ̂i)
i /(ĉic

1/γ̂i
i ). Thus Bk is updated as

Bk−1 ⊗ B̂k := {[ĉic1/γ̂ii , γiγ̂i]}Ni=0. (8)

2.3. Homography-Based Photo Registration
We apply a simple yet effective strategy to align each sup-
porting photo Ii to the self-portrait I0 leveraging homogra-
phy chains. We take the homography transformation model
for registration and define the registration coefficient Hi as a
3 × 3 homography matrix which maps each pixel in Ii to its
corresponding pixel in I0 (e.g. Hi(xij) = x0j). For regis-
tration coefficient estimation (gk), we have found in practice
that directly computing SIFT feature-based homographies be-
tween some Ii and I0 is unreliable due to their minor over-
laps or great deformations. Thus we propose to use minimum
spanning tree along homography chains to bridge Ii and I0.

We first perform a RANSAC-based voting algorithm over
the correspondences p between each Ii/Ij pair to find the
best fitting transformation matrix Hi,j that maps Ii to Ij and
compute the number of its inlier matches mi,j . Then we con-
struct a fully connected undirected match graph G = (V, E),
where V represents 1+N photos, and E denotes the confidence
for our homography estimation with Ei,j = 1/mi,j . The min-
imum spanning tree is next calculated. For each Ii, it reaches
I0 through a path (for instance, Ii-Ii1 -Ii2 -...-Iini

-I0) along
the tree. According to the chain rule, the registration coeffi-
cient is estimated as: Ĥi = Hini

,0 · ... ·Hi1,i2 ·Hi,i1 ∈ Ĥk.
In the iteration phase, initially Hi ∈ H0 is set as the unit

matrix. Once Ĥk = {Ĥi}Ni=0 is estimated, Hk is updated as

Hk−1 ⊗ Ĥk := {Hi · Ĥi}Ni=0. (9)

After the transformation, all the supporting photos are aligned
to I0, as shown in Fig. 2(c). We further provide the alignment
results at different iteration stages in Fig. 2(d)(e) to verify the
improvement brought by our cascaded strategy.

2.4. MRF-Based Photo Fusion
In this section, we propose to fuse aligned illumination-
consistent photos in IK into a single self-portrait Î using
MRF optimization. Specifically, the aligned photos overlap

(a) Input photo collection I. From left to right: I0, I1, I2

(b) Illumination unification result B1(I) with It = I0

(c) Registration result I1 = H1(B1(I))

(d) Mean image of I1 (e) Mean image of I3

Fig. 2. Illumination unification and photo registration exam-
ple: (a) Input photo cellection. (b) Our illumination unifica-
tion result. (c) Our registration result. (d)(e) The mean images
generated from the output at the first and the third iterations.
See the improvement in the red cropped zoomed regions.

and our fusion problem is to decide which photo to use in the
overlapped regions. We formulate it as a labelling problem,
in which each label represents a photo and each pixel in Î is
assigned with a label. The value of pixel x in Î with label i is
set to Ii(x). Our goal is to find the optimal labelling scheme.

We first initialize Î as I0 ∈ IK so that the photographer
will not be covered by the supporting photos. Let Ω denote the
region where pixel values are to be determined (for example,
the black region of I0 in Fig. 2(c)) and δΩ be its boundary.
Given N labels, we define the MRF formulation to evaluate
the labelling scheme:

E(L) =
∑
(x,y)

Es(L(x), L(y)) + λ3

∑
x∈Ω

Ed(L(x)), (10)

where L(x) = i means assigning pixel x with label i, (x, y)
are two adjacent pixels and λ3 is a weight that compromises
between two terms:

Smoothness term: Es(L(x), L(y)) penalizes the discon-
tinuity between adjacent pixels. It is defined as (for simplicity,
we assume L(x) = i, L(y) = j)

Es(i, j) = ||Ii(x)− Ij(x)||1 + ||Ii(y)− Ij(y)||1. (11)

Data term: Ed(L(x)) is defined as

Ed(i) =


+∞, if Ii(x) has no value
0, if Ii(x) has value ∧ x ∈ Ω\δΩ
||Ψi(x)− Ψ̂(x)||1, other

, (12)
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(a) Input photo collection I (b) Scene Collage [1] (c) Photoshop PhotoMerge [10] (d) Ours

Fig. 3. Comparisons with [1] and [10]. (a) The input photo collections I. The lighting style references It are marked with red
boxes. (b) Results of Scene Collage [1]. (c) Results of Photoshop PhotoMerge [10]. (d) Our results. Best viewed in color.

where Ψi(x) and Ψ̂(x) are the patches centered at pixel x in
Ii and Î respectively. ||Ψi(x)−Ψ̂(x)||1 is the patch difference
measuring the boundary consistency of the self-portrait.

The energy optimization is achieved using multi-label
graph-cuts algorithm. The Poisson fusion [11] is used to
further hide seams and the content-aware fill [12, 13] is used
to fill the unknown region if exists.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method and
compared with Scene Collage [1] and Photoshop PhotoMerge
tool [10] on eight photo collections taken by iPhone 6 Plus
and Honor 7. Part of the experimental results are shown in
this section. The whole photos and experimental results have
been released on our website1. In the experiment, we set
λ1 = 2/

√
min(M,N + 1), λ2 = 10λ1 and λ3 = 2. K = 3

cascades can yield satisfying results.
The self-portrait enhancement results are shown in Fig.

3. Please enlarge and view these figures on the screen for
better comparison. All the methods expand the FOV of the
self-portrait. However, a common problem for Scene Col-
lage [1] is the inability to handle complex photo registration
and illumination variation. Thus great color discontinuities
and background scene distortions can be found in the results
of Scene Collage [1]. The photos are well aligned by Pho-
toshop PhotoMerge [10]. The problem is the visible illu-

1http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/struct/Projects/1plusN.html

mination changes near the photographer in Photoshop’s re-
sults, which can be found in the first row and third row of
Fig. 3(c). This is because the input photos suffer great in-
consistency in the lighting style and Photoshop only tried to
smooth the local brightness changes, failing to achieve global
illumination consistency. Another problem for Photoshop is
that, although different settings have been tried, the girl is
always partly covered by the background scenes in the sec-
ond row of Fig. 3(c). By comparison, thanks to the cascaded
framework, our method achieves global illumination consis-
tency and accurate registration simultaneously. We also gives
self-portraits higher priority by initializing Î as I0, which ef-
fectively prevents the photographer from being obscured. In
addition, by appointing one visually satisfying photo as refer-
ence for lighting style transfer, our results stand out from [1]
and [10] in white balance and aesthetics, especially for the
blue sky in the first row and the white statue in the third row.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we raise the “1+N” self-portrait enhancement
problem and present a novel cascaded framework to solve it.
We employ accurate correspondences to obtain illumination-
consistent aligned photos and propose a MRF-based formu-
lation to fuse them into a wide FOV self-portrait. Owing
to the specific capability to progressively refine the illumina-
tion consistency and multi-photo registration in an alternating
manner, we obtain visually appealing results that create ex-
cellent experience of re-visiting the scene.
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